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Ignition protection classes

General requirements (EN 50014)

As a basic standard on ignition protection classes, „DIN EN 50014 Electrical equipment for hazardous areas, General
requirements“ defines the term „Ignition protection class“ as special measures that are taken with electrical
equipment to
prevent the ignition of potentially explosive atmospheres in the vicinity.

Overview of ignition protection classes for hazardous explosive gas environments

Ignition protection class                Conventional symbol                    Working principle, application
         hatched = Hazardous area

         Oil enclosure

   Pressurising systems

Sand enclosure

    Flameproof enclosure

     Increased safety

       Cast enclosure

        Intrinsic safety

  Intrinsically safe systems
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The ignition source is continuously enclosed in oil.

Usage with switching devices and transformers.

An ignition protection gas that is under excess
pressure (p0 < p1) and encloses the ignition source.

Use with machines and commutator motors, switch
cabinets, measurement stations, monitors,
keyboards and analysis devices

The fine-grained filling material encloses the ignition
source. A light arc inside must not ignited the Ex
atmospheres surrounding the housing. Use with
capacitors, pre-switching devices for lights and
measuring instruments.

In the case of an ignition inside the enclosure, the
housing must resist the pressure and there must be
no possibility of a transfer of the „internal“ explosion
to the outside (s gap width).
Use in high-voltage systems, switching devices,
parts generating sparks.

Measures to reduce the probability of spark
formation and increased temperature. There must
be no ignition source present in normal operation.
Use in connection systems (motors).

The ignition source is embedded into the cast body
in such a manner that it cannot ignite a hazardous
potentially explosive atmosphere. Use with
measuring instrument and control drives.

Power in the circuit is limited to levels that do not
allow for any impermissibly high temperatures and/
or ignition sparks or light arcs that have the ignition
power required for an explosion.

Use of MSR systems.

All electrical equipment that is interconnected,
documented by a description of the system. Circuits
hat are used entirely or partially in the hazardous
area are intrinsically safe circuits.
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Characteristics of ignition protection class „intrinsic safety „I“
DIN EN 60079-11 / VDE 0170/0171 part 7

Intrinsic safety does not refer to a single piece of equipment, but rather to the entire intrinsically safe circuit. It is
therefore important to cite the explanation of the term intrinsic safety:

„A circuit in which neither sparking nor a thermal effect that occurs under the conditions specified in this standard,
which include operation without any malfunctions and certain failure conditions, is able to cause an ignition of a
specific potentially explosive atmosphere“.

This intrinsically safe circuit includes, in addition to the interface cables, at least one
intrinsically safe piece of equipment and one related piece of equipment.

Intrinsically safe equipment

This is a piece of equipment for which all circuits are intrinsically safe according to the definition. The voltage and
current in the intrinsically safe circuit are so low that no ignition takes place in the even of a short circuit or ground fault,
i. e. the ignition power remains less than the minimum ignition power.

In contrast to related equipment, intrinsically safe equipment is suitable for operation directly in hazardous areas.

Related equipment

The related equipment is a piece of equipment in which not all circuit are intrinsically safe. However, it does contain at
least one intrinsically safe circuit that can be directed into the potentially explosive atmosphere. Generally it converts an
intrinsically safe signal into a non-intrinsically safe signal. The flow of current can lead into the potentially explosive
atmosphere or come out of it at this point. Related equipment is available as simple signal separators or signal
transforming devices. Signal separators are typically referred to as safety barriers, signal transforming devices as
measurement converters, switch amplifiers, current repeaters, etc.

A piece of related equipment can be either:

a) electrical equipment with another ignition protection class listed in European
standard EN 50014 suitable for use in potentially explosive atmospheres or

b) electrical equipment that is not appropriately protected and therefore must
not be used inpotentially explosive atmospheres, for example a recording
device that is not located in the hazardous area itself but is connected to a
thermoelement located in the hazardous area and only the input current of
the recording device is intrinsically safe. [2]

The marking of a piece of related electrical equipment should always have pointed
brackets around it, e.g. [EEx ia] IIC. In this case there is no need to specify the temperature class, since the electrical
equipment cannot be installed in the hazardous area.

European standard DIN EN 50020 defines the design conditions for equipment, while DIN EN 60079-14 contains
„additional requirements for the Intrinsic Safety ignition protection class“ in section 12, including specifications for
cables and leads and how they must be installed.

Note:

To separate the term „Category“ according to ATEX 95 in terms of devices from the term „Category“ as it relates to
intrinsic safety in accordance with DIN EN 50020, the term „protection level“ is used below in conjunction with intrinsic
safety, as is required in the revision of DIN EN 50020. [2]

Devices of device category 1 in the Intrinsic Safety ignition protection class must have protection level ia. Regardless of
whether they have intrinsically safe or related electrical equipment, they must also be protected from two faults.

A fault is defined as a component fault or a defective connection between two components on which the intrinsic safety
of the circuit depends.


